Can the Wicked Edge Sharpen and Maintain Convex Edges?
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Convex edges are very easy to work with in the Wicked Edge. You can maintain a convex edge
already on the knife and you can also create your own convex edge. To maintain the edge on a
knife that already has a convex edge, all you really need to do is to use a marker and find out
what the final edge angle is. There are detailed instructions of finding your angle here: Finding
Your Angle
. From there, you move the Collars to 1 degree lower than the edge angle and use your strops
to refine the edge. If the knife has seen a lot of hard work and the edge is rolled over, you might
need to strop at the actual edge angle.

To create a convex edge from scratch, all you need to do is pick your starting angle, the angle
you want the shoulders to be ground at, and make two brand new bevels (called the primary
bevels) at that angle, making sure that both bevels reach all the way to the edge. You'll know
you've reached the edge when you can detect a burr from each side when sharpening the
opposite side. There is a detailed description of drawing the burr here: Drawing a Burr . Once
you've reground the bevels to the lowest angle, progress through the grits until you achieve the
desired level of polish. Then, move the collars out to the angle you'd like for your final angle and
create a small bevel (called the edge bevel) using the fine stones. This only takes a moment.
Move the collars in 1 or 2 degrees and create another bevel (called the secondary bevel) in
between the primary bevel and the edge bevel. Creating the secondary bevel is very fast. Once
all three bevels are created, clean the blade well and move the collars in to the lowest angle,
the angle of the primary bevel. Strop the knife at this angle until the bevels are blended into a
continuous curve giving you a precise, convex edge. The video below shows the entire process:

{youtube}GhzIUNIFQjE{/youtube}
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